publicatton
"Starry Mes1610, Galileo first
amioun:ced tO ihe world die cosmoss}Jattering revelations spied through
his homemade telescope: that the lunar landscape was filled with mountains and craters; that a multitude of
stars blended together to form the
Milky Way's luminous white band;

e 400 light;iyea:ts,

upon a ringed planet
es Saturn's rings look
y by comparison.
everal years ago astronomers had
seen the planet's sun, known simply
as J1407, undergo a complex series of
eclipses. Over the course of fifty-six
d~ys. the star's light brightened and
dimmed erratically. What could be
causing such fluctuations? Astronomers from both the University of
Rochester and Leiden Observatory
in the Netherlands suggest those
repeated eclipses were due to the
transit of a giant ringed planet orbit- ~
ing the star.
And not just any ringed planet.
According to their model, this exo- ~
planet's rings extend outward for
>
some 56,000,000 miles. Such a disk
would be quite a sight if it resided
~
a:
in our solar neighborhood, as its
~
radius is more than half the distance c~
from the Sun to the Earth. Saturn's ~
most prominent rings reach out a
~
mere 175,000 miles from the planet's ~
equator.
~
This is one of the first ring sysIn 1610, Saturn's rings appeared to Galileo as
terns suspec ted to reside outside
two small blobs. By 1616, the flanking blobs
our solar system-its discovery anhad become "two half ellipses with . .. dark

!
i

nounce d nea rly four centuri es after
Saturn's plane tary hula hoop was
first recognized for what it was.
As with so many seminal moments
in astronomy, the long path toward
understanding that a planet could
even be surrounded by a ring began
Background: This image taken by the
Cassini spacecraft shows the intricate detail
with which the rings of Saturn are striated.
The brightest section in the image is
Saturn's Bring.
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little triangles in the middle," which looked to
Galileo more like jug handles or ears.

and that the planet Jupiter, like some
mini-solar system , was repeatedly
circled by a set of moons.
But that was just the start. Four
months later, once Saturn became
visible in the nighttime sky, Galileo
turned his telescope to what was then
the far thest known planet. And what
he encountered he called a "very
strange wonder." While keeping his

discovery. "Secret from
for seve!f.U months, ~~.....,
notified the secret
uke of Tuscany.
patron, the Gran
" . . . the star 9('.S'aturn is not a single
star," disclo
Galileo, "but is a
composite 'iJt three, which almost
touch each other ..."
With the poor quality of his rudimentary telescope, Galileo was,
of course, erroneously seeing Saturn's ring system as two small blobs,
perched on either side of the bigger
central planet. The seventeenth-century Venetian poet Giulio Strozzi,
in an ode to the great astronomer,
lyrically described the sight as "in
three minor knots divided."
Likely thinking of Saturn's appendages as separate moons , much
like Jupiter's, Galileo aimed to keep
track of how they orbited the planet.
But, to Galileo's great surprise, Saturn's telescopic image instead underwent "a strange n1etamorphosis,"
changing back and forth over the
years . Johann Locher, an astronomy
student in Bavaria, made this cyclic
transformation the subj ect of his
dissertation in 1614. " ... Saturn deceives or really mo cks the astronomers out of hatred or malice. For
[the planet] has projec ted variou s
appea rances," he wrote. "Son1etimes
he is seen single and sometimes
triple; at one time elongated and at
other times round." By 1616, Saturn
looked as if it had handles. All these
variations were due to how Saturn's
rings were positioned with respect
to the Earth, although astronomers
didn't know that yet.
By 1650, according to astronomy
historian Albert va n Heiden, "the
problem of Saturn's appearances had
becom e a celebrated puzzle." As-

tronomers were wondering whether
Saturn was round, egg-shaped, or
composed of three bodies .
It's easy to assume that better telescopes eventually solved the mystery,
but that wasn't fully
the case. The inventive Dutch astronomer
Christiaan Huygens did
build a fifty-powered
telescope that allowed
him in 1655 to discover
Saturn's first moon , Titan, while Saturn itself,
as Huygens described
it, had "arms extended
on both sides in a
straight line, as though
the planet were pierced
through the middle
by a kind of axis." By
the start of 1656 these
arms had disappeared
altogether. Yet Huygens
still reasoned at the time
that Saturn's chan1eleWhat J1407b's
onic changes could be
orbit
explained by the planet
being "surrounded by a
thin flat ring, now here touching, and
inclined to the ecliptic." First keeping this knowledge secret, needing
more time to flesh out his theory and
observe the ring w ith an even better
telescope, Huygens finally made it
public in his Systema Saturnium , published in 1659.
His fellow astronomers, however,
did not greet the ring hypothesis
w ith open arms. An accomplished
observer in Rome, Honore Fabri, declared it "pure fiction." H e preferred
to think that Saturn was merely accompanied by several satellites. But
w ithin a decade, as telescopes improved , even Huygens's harshest critics came to accept his explanation.
From the start Huygens imagined
the ring as solid, like some kind of
celestial phonograph record . But
that assumption w as considerably
undermined in 1675 w hen Giova nni
Cassini, director of the Paris Observatory, discovered that Saturn's ring
had a prominent gap, now known

Sun, orbits at a lower velocity than
the solar system's inner planets. And
that's exactly what Keeler measured.
Within days of his observation , he
sent a report t6 the A strophysical Journal (' 'A Spectroscopic Proof
of the M eteoric Constitution of Saturn's Rings" ),
triggering a torrent of magazine a nd newspaper articles
around the world.
Saturn's ring m aterial,
composed largely of ice and
dust, ranges in si ze from
grains to boulders the size
of a house and larger. This
material m ay have originated when an ancient icecloaked Saturnian moon
w as either ripp ed apart by
tidal forces or shattered by
an incoming comet. Or
possibly it's simply material
left over from the nebular
disk out of which Sa turn
itself formed.
ring system would look like from Earth if it were in Saturn's
Saturn lost its sp eci al
status as our solar systen1's
sole ringe d planet in the
1970s and 1980s, w hen both teleematician Pierre-Simon de Lapla ce
offered a further argument against
scopic observations and spacec raft
the solid-ring idea. H e demonstrated fl ybys of the other gas giants-Jupimathem atica lly that a solid structure ter, Uranus, and N eptune-spotted
rings around them as well. It took
would be highly unstable.
longe r to find these ring system s, as
It was not until the nineteenth
th ey are fa r faint er and henc e difcentury that both theory and observation at last resolved the makeup of
fi cult to see.
That wouldn't be the case for SatSaturn's rings once and for all. In a
urn Giga nticus, or J1407b, as it is ofprizewinning 1856 essay, the Scotficially know n. If it replaced Saturn
tish physicist James Clerk M axwell
lucidly proved that the ring had to be w ithin our solar system, the rings
would appea r many times larger
composed of innumerable particles,
each orbiting Saturn like a minu scule than the w idth of the full Moon ,
and w ith our eyes alone we' d be
moon. It was the only configuraable to m arvel at their beauty during
tion that remained durable against
a long, dark night.
gravitational and centrifugal forces.
All doubts were erased in 1895 when
James E. Keeler, then director of the
M A R C IA BARTUS/AK is professor of th e pracAllegheny' Observa tory in Pennsyltice iii the M IT C radu ale Program i11 Scie11ce
Writing a11d th e ai1thor of six books on astro11vania, pegged the velocity of Saturn's
0111 y a11 d astroph ysics . Her latest are The D ay
rings. N ewton's law of gravity preWe Fo und th e Universe (Pantheon, 2009)
dicted that the tiny chunks circuand Black Hole: H ow an Idea Aband oned
lating in the outer part of the ring
by N ewto ni ans, Hated by Ei nstein, and
would travel more slowy than those
Ga mbled on by H awking Became Loved
(Ya le U11iversity Press, 20 15) .
closer in- just as Pluto, far from the
as Cassini 's division . Cassini suspected that the ring was composed
of small celestial bodies, a notion
spurned by most astronomers. But
a century later, the French math-
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